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Abstract

We de�ne a local notion of dominance that speaks to the true choice prob-

lems among actions in a game tree and does not rely on global planning. When

we do not restrict players�ability to do contingent reasoning, a reduced strat-

egy is weakly dominant if and only if it prescribes a locally dominant action at

every decision node, therefore any dynamic decomposition of a direct mecha-

nism that preserves strategy-proofness is robust to the lack of global planning.

Under a form of wishful thinking, we also show that strategy-proofness is ro-

bust to the lack of forward-planning. Moreover, from our local perspective, we

can identify rough forms of contingent reasoning that are particularly natural.

We construct a dynamic game that implements the Top Trading Cycles alloca-

tion under a minimal form of contingent reasoning, related to independence of

irrelevant alternatives.

Keywords: weak dominance, obvious dominance, strategy-proofness, top

trading cycles.

1 Introduction

Mechanism design has recently been concerned with the simplicity of the game. Ex-

perimental and empirical evidence have shown that players often fail to recognize the
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existence of a weakly dominant strategy, which has traditionally been regarded as the

gold standard for the simplicity of the mechanism. As a reaction to this problem, Li

(2017) proposed the stronger notion of obvious dominance, which players can verify

without any contingent reasoning. In this paper, we look for dominance relations

among the actions available to a player at a decision node, which players can verify

without having a de�nite plan for the future, and with a variable degree of contingent

reasoning.1

Our analysis stems from two observations. First, players choose actions, not strate-

gies, and the simplicity of a mechanism could be better assessed from the perspective

of the true decision problems. Second, rough forms of forward planning and con-

tingent reasoning, driven by the local perspective, su¢ ce for the choice of actions in

many dynamic mechanisms. Consider for instance a clock auction with private values.

Perhaps, a bidder will stay in the auction until the price reaches the own valuation

not because she anticipated it is the best strategy, but because, until then, she re-

alizes she would rather stay for one more period than leaving immediately. Suppose

now that, di¤erently from an English auction, there is no current winner, thus if all

bidders leave at the same time, the object will be assigned at random. Then, a bidder

could win the object despite leaving immediately, and of course could eventually lose

despite staying. Nonetheless, very natural, binary contingent reasoning � what if the

others all leave, and what if they don�t � su¢ ces to recognize the dominant choice.

We will formalize this example in Section 2.

Local dominance works as follows. Fix an information set h and a partition S of
the strategies of the opponents compatible with the information set � the partition

represents the �rough contingencies�that our player is able to distinguish. Action a

locally dominates action b if for every continuation plan after b, there is a continuation

plan after a so that, under each �contingency�S�i 2 S, the worst payo¤ after a is
not smaller and sometimes larger than the best payo¤ after b.

We formulate local dominance with respect to a given level of contingent reasoning

but not of forward planning for the following reasons. By varying only the level of

contingent reasoning, local dominance spans (in a sense we will make precise) from

weak dominance to obvious dominance, and we are mostly interested in discover-

1In a related fashion, Pycia and Troyan (2019) re�ne obvious dominance by distinguishing at the
outset between simple histories and not in terms of players�ability to anticipate their choices. We
do not re�ne obvious dominance and do not �x players�forecasting horizon.
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ing �in-between�strategy-proof mechanisms that are easy to play despite not being

obviously strategy-proof. Moreover, from our local perspective, we will be able to

identify simple forms of contingent reasoning that reach this goal in all the examples

we consider. On the other hand, just varying the degree of forward planning cannot

rule out direct mechanisms: they have no future to plan for. In dynamic mechanisms,

the continuation plan after a that does the job needs not be �optimal�in any sense

and can (or must) change depending on the continuation plan after b under consid-

eration. This �exibility makes local dominance easy to check in many circumstances,

and would be lost with any restriction to continuation plans that attempts a formal

discrimination among dynamic mechanisms based on the required degree of forward

planning. For instance, in our examples of Section 2 it will be enough to couple the

locally dominant action with just one action for the next period, while in our applica-

tion of Section 4 the continuation plan after a that does the job simply imitates the

one after b under consideration. Be as it may, speaking to the true decision problems

faced by players and allowing for a �exible use of tentative continuation plans for ver-

i�cation, local dominance relations that are easy to check for an analyst should also

be easier to spot for players who do not engage in optimal global/folding-back plan-

ning. Therefore, in a normative perspective, an informal recommendation is to design

a game tree where the availability of simple albeit possibly suboptimal continuation

plans facilitates the local choices.

Now consider a situation where choosing one action or the other �makes no di¤er-

ence�for the continuation of the game. As an extreme example, suppose that before

playing an obviously strategy-proof mechanism, a player can redeem a gift for having

signed up. Redeeming the gift cannot be observed by the other players and does not

alter the mechanism. Thus, there is no meaningful contingent reasoning to make:

the strategies of the opponents are simply irrelevant for the decision problem. Yet,

obvious dominance considers players who are always concerned that types and strate-

gies of the opponents may matter,2 but are then unable to conclude they don�t. So,

according to obvious dominance, players could refrain from redeeming the gift in fear

of somehow altering their prospects for the game. In light of this, we specialize local

dominance by only requiring players to distinguish between the contingencies in which

the current choice �makes a di¤erence�and the contingencies in which it �makes no

2For this reason, obvious dominance can only be applied in context with (almost) private values.
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di¤erence�for the continuation of the game, and simply ignore the latter.3 This form

of contingent reasoning is related to the independence of irrelevant alternatives, and

it is su¢ cient both in the examples of Section 2 and in our application of Section

4. Further, we formalize another partitioning of the contingencies that endogenously

arises from the local perspective. Suppose that a player asks herself: what will I learn

tomorrow regarding the opponents�strategies given my choice of action a or action

b? And given what I will learn, will I still have doubts as to whether a was a better

choice than b? (Or put di¤erently: whether I could eventually regret the choice a

over b?) If the answer is no, a locally dominates b under the partition given by the

information sets or terminal nodes that immediately follow a. The binary form of

contingent reasoning mentioned above for the clock auction corresponds precisely to

this endogenous partitioning.

Consider now the �nest and coarsest partitions of the contingencies compatible

with an information set: the collection of all singletons, and the set of all contingencies

itself. In the �rst case, we obtain local weak dominance, in the second case local ob-

vious dominance. To establish the connections with the corresponding strategic-form

notions, we observe �rst that a strategy is weakly/obviously dominated if it prescribes

a locally weakly/obviously dominated action at an information set it reaches.4 There-

fore, if there is a locally dominant action at an information set, every strategy that

reaches the information set but prescribes another action is dominated. But then,

if there is a locally dominant action at every information set that can be reached

by choosing the locally dominant actions themselves, we have a dominant strategy.

Conversely, a dominant strategy must prescribe a locally dominant action at every

information set it reaches: the dominant continuation plan always does the job. Our

extensive-form characterization of a weakly dominant strategy with local dominance

means the following: strategy-proofness is robust to the lack of global planning. This

sheds new light on why strategy-proof dynamic mechanisms are often easier to play

than their direct counterparts: the dynamic decomposition of players�revelation prob-

lem never comes at the cost of requiring global planning. More concretely, a player

does not need to recognize the existence of a dominant strategy in advance: by just

3Given their irrelevance, ignoring these contingencies is equivalent to consider them one by one
and conclude that the current choice never matters; this is why we can represent this situation as a
special case of local dominance.

4The converse is not true: a strategy can be dominated even without prescribing any locally
dominated action. This re�ects the lack of global planning in the local notions.
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recognizing her locally dominant actions, our player will unknowingly carry it out.

As a corollary of the two extreme cases, for any intermediate partitions of the con-

tingencies at the information sets, we have locally dominant actions everywhere in all

obviously strategy-proof mechanism, and in no mechanism that is not strategy-proof.

So, our analysis spans between these two celebrated forms of simplicity. Moreover,

when there is a locally dominant action at every reached information set, local dom-

inance coincides with an otherwise weaker notion of dominance, whereby our player

looks for a di¤erent continuation plan for each set of the partition she is focusing

on.5 Under the �nest partition, we call it �wishful dominance�, because it boils down

to comparing the two best outcomes after the two actions under each contingency,

as if one could always tailor the continuation plan on the unknown strategies of the

opponents. (Under the coarsest partition, there is no di¤erence with local obvious

dominance.) A possible interpretation of wishful dominance is the lack of understand-

ing of the very role of forward planning. It should not be surprising that relaxing

players�strategic sophistication leads to weakening the predictions, when players are

not aware of the problem and/or do not take a cautious attitude towards it; in this

vein, obvious dominance strengthens weak dominance, but one could also consider

players who completely ignore some contingencies, and not for a good reason as when

they are irrelevant for the current choice. It is instead surprising, but reassuring for

the robustness of our notions, that local weak dominance and wishful dominance, and

more generally local dominance and its weaker counterpart, become equivalent when

there is a dominant action everywhere. If one buys that real players reasons according

to wishful dominance, this means that decomposing the direct revelation mechanism

into a sequence of simpler problems with a locally dominant choice never comes at the

cost of requiring any forward planning. Thus, an experimental validation of wishful

dominance could shed additional light on the simplicity of dynamic mechanisms: not

only global planning, but even any sort of forward planning is unneeded if players

neglect the potential importance of comparing the current actions under a �xed plan

for the future.

Consider now a game where, if all players choose locally dominant actions when-

ever they exist, they only reach decision nodes where they do exist. With local

5Surprisingly, the partitions at di¤erent informations sets do not need to be related in any way for
the result. We were expecting to need conditions of �perfect recall�or, conversely, of �non-increasing
sophisitication�.
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weak dominance, this form of �on-path strategy proofness�is weaker than traditional

strategy-proofness. In Section 2 we do a dynamic transformation of the game �guess

2=3 of the average�, where if somebody fails to play the locally weakly dominant ac-

tion, the same complications of the static game arise. In principle, our designer could

quit the game after a (detectable) deviation, but this requires otherwise unnecessary

commitment power and the unlikely ability to restrict our players�moves.6

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we revisit �guess 2=3 of the

average�and ascending auctions. In Section 3 we construct our notions of dominance

and provide the results. In Section 4, we design a dynamic game that implements the

TTC allocation in locally dominant actions under the recognition of the irrelevant

contingencies, while the direct mechanism requires full-blown contingent reasoning,

and no mechanism implements the TTC allocation in obviously dominant strategies

(Li 2017, Troyan 2019).

2 Two examples: herding game and ascending auc-

tions

Herding game A shepherd dog has to recall the sheep from the top of the hill for

the night. His goal is to maximize the number of sheep that make it all the way down

to the sheepfold before falling asleep. Then, by contract, the dog has to guard the

sheep from 2=3 of their average sleeping altitude. The sheep want to sleep as close

as possible to the dog, but at dusk it gets foggy and they can cannot see where the

others are going. Moreover, they are too tired to walk uphill. So they typically stop

somewhere on their way down and sleep scattered on the slope. To solve this problem,

the dog comes up with the following idea. He �rst positions himself at altitude 67 (the

top of the hill is at altitude 100) and barks. The sheep start moving down towards

the dog. Those who stop along the way can�t help falling asleep. Those who reach

the dog get to see each other. Then the dog moves to altitude 45 and barks again.

The game continues in this fashion until the dog reaches the sheepfold at altitude

6When the designer has the ability to quit the game after a detectable deviation and assign
suitable payo¤s, the �pruning principle�stated by Li (2017) for obvious strategy-proofness applies
also here.
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1. Then, if some sheep did not make it to the sheepfold, the dog moves up to his

prescribed guarding position.

Take now the viewpoint of a sheep at the top of the hill. It is easy to realize that

reaching the dog is a good idea: his guarding position will not be above 67 even in

case nobody else moves downhill. Then, the sheep can observe how many others have

reached the dog. If all sheep have reached altitude 67, then it is again easy to decide

to reach the dog at altitude 45, because his guarding position will not be higher than

that. And so on.

This argument can be formalized with local weak dominance. Consider the path

where all sheep arrive to the sheepfold. At any information set along this path,

a sheep compares the action of stopping somewhere between her current position

and the dog�s position with the action of reaching the dog. After reaching the dog,

the sheep will move again, and it may not be immediate to see what the optimal

continuation plan will be � actually, if some other sheep will stop along the way,

there may not even be a dominant continuation plan. However, to keep it simple, our

sheep can tentatively entertain the idea of stopping at the dog�s position and sleep

there. This continuation plan guarantees a higher payo¤ than the action of stopping

before reaching the dog, no matter what the other sheep do: given that all sheep

have already reached our sheep�s current altitude, the dog won�t guard them from a

higher altitude than his current barking position.7 Therefore, if all sheep use local

weak dominance, they will reach the sheepfold.

Furthermore, along the path where all sheep arrive to the sheepfold, local domi-

nance can also be established by just realizing that the strategies of the other sheeps

are simply irrelevant for the local decision problem: once concluded that the dog will

not sleep above a given altitude x, moving from altitude y > x to x simply reduces

the distance from the dog�s �nal position by y � x, no matter what the other sheep
do.

Note that the sheep do not have a weakly dominant strategy. As anticipated, if at

some information set a sheep realizes that some other sheep stopped uphill, reaching

the dog�s altitude might not be optimal, because the dog might have to guard the

7The argument works (with weak incentives under some strategies of the other sheep) also if a
sheep gets positive utility only when all other sheep are farther from the dog, as in the classic �guess
2=3 of the average�game.
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sheep from a higher altitude. These information sets, though, could be eliminated

from the game: if the dog realizes that not all sheep have reached him, he could

wait for the sheep to fall asleep and move directly to his guarding position instead of

barking again from a lower altitude. Quitting the game in this way, however, requires

the ability of the dog to commit to a suboptimal behavior given his objective function.

Ascending auctions Li (2017) considers an English auction with private values

and two bidders who bid one at a time. He shows that leaving the auction when

the price surpasses the own valuation is obviously dominant, whereas revealing the

own valuation in the second-price, sealed-bid auction is only weakly dominant. We

consider the following clock auction for one indivisible object. At every round p, the

two bidders decide simultaneously whether to stay or leave. If one leaves and the

other stays, the one who stays wins the object at price p. If they both stay, the price

is increased to p + 1 and the auction goes on. If they both leave, the item is sold at

price p to one of the two bidders selected at random.

In this clock auction, it is not obviously dominant to leave at round p = v, where

v is the own valuation. Bidder 1 compares the strategy of leaving at round v1 with

the strategy of leaving at round p < v1. The lowest payo¤ our player can get with

the �rst strategy is 0. This occurs when bidder 2 stays in the auction until round v1
included. But the highest payo¤ bidder 1 can get by leaving at round p is positive,

even if bidder 2 is still in the auction at round p: by leaving, bidder 1 can still get

v1 � p, with probability 1=2. This occurs when bidder 2 leaves at round p too. Since
the latter payo¤ is higher than the former, there is no obvious dominance relation

between the two strategies.

However, we argue, it is not hard for bidder 1 to understand that leaving is not

a good idea when p < v1, and that it is a good idea when p = v1. In our view,

when p < v1, what makes the choice simple is not the comparison between leaving

and the globally optimal strategy, which a player may not have anticipated yet, but

the following local comparison between the actions of leaving and staying. Compared

to leaving immediately, bidder 1 has clearly nothing to lose from staying once more

and leaving at the next round: if bidder 2 is leaving, she will win for sure instead

of with probability 1=2 and will pay the same price; else, her payo¤ will be zero or
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positive, instead of certainly zero. This argument can be formalized also with local

dominance under precisely this bipartition of the contingencies: if bidder 2 leaves,

there is a constant bene�t of staying, if bidder 2 stays, the worst that can happen by

leaving at the next round is equivalent to the sure payo¤ of leaving immediately.8 On

the contrary, when p = v1, leaving guarantees a payo¤ of zero, whereas staying can

result in winning the object at price p = v1 or higher, in case the bidder 2 stays now

and leaves next. Given these simple considerations, our bidders will leave at the own

valuation (if reached) without having to realize that it is a dominant strategy.

3 Local dominance

3.1 Framework

We consider a dynamic game with �nite horizon and partial, asymmetric observation

of an initial move by nature. We model it as a tree, that is, as a set of nodes endowed

with a precedence relation �. At the root, nature chooses an action � from the set �.
Then, at each node, one player from a �nite set I chooses an action until a terminal

node is reached. Let Z denote the set of terminal nodes. For each player i 2 I, the set
of the nodes where player i moves is partitioned into information sets. Let Hi denote

the collection of i�s information sets. Each Hi satis�es the standard perfect recall

assumptions, therefore it inherits from the game tree the partial order �. At each
information set h 2 Hi, player i chooses an action from the set Ahi . Given our focus

on players who do not engage in folding-back planning, we use reduced strategies in

place of full strategies. A reduced strategy of player i (henceforth, just �strategy�)

is a map si that assigns an action ai 2 Ahi to each information set h 2 Hi that can
be reached given the actions assigned to the previous information sets. Let Si denote

the set of strategies of player i, and let S�i := �� (�j 6=iSj) denote the set of strategy
pro�les of all players excluding i and including nature. For each s 2 �� (�i2ISi), let
�(s) denote the induced terminal node. Let ui : Z ! R denote the payo¤ function of

8This is a way the local perspective o¤ered by the dynamic game and rough contingent reasoning
have a positive interaction: the local problem is so simple that a bipartition yields all the contingent
reasoning that is needed. Obvious dominance, not even allowing for a bipartition, forces the player
to compare leaving under the contingency where also the other bidder leaves, which yields a positive
payo¤, with staying under the contingency where the other bidder stays longer, which yields a zero
payo¤.
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player i.

For each information set h 2 Hi, let Si(h) and S�i(h) denote the subsets of Si
and S�i that allow to reach h. For each available action ai 2 Ahi , let Si(h; ai) denote
the set of strategies si 2 Si(h) with si(h) = ai. For each strategy si 2 Si, let Hi(si)
denote the set of information sets of i that are consistent with si.

3.2 Local dominance

To introduce our notion of dominance, we exogenously �x a partition Sh of S�i(h)
for each information h 2 Hi. We do not need to impose any discipline on (Sh)h2Hi
for our analysis to be meaningful, although one may want to require a property of

�perfect recall� (if h0 � h, Sh0 should not be coarser than the partition of S�i(h0)
induced by Sh) or �no increasing sophistication�(if h0 � h, Sh0 should not be �ner
than the partition of S�i(h0) induced by Sh). We now introduce local dominance

between two pure actions. As we are mainly interested in the existence of a dominant

action, this will will su¢ ce for our purposes; the extension to dominance by a mixed

action is straightforward.

De�nition 1 Fix an information set h 2 Hi and a partition Sh of S�i(h). Action
ai 2 Ahi locally dominates action ai 2 Ahi given Sh if for every si 2 Si(h; ai), there
exists si 2 Si(h; ai) such that

8S�i 2 Sh; min
s�i2S�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) � max
s�i2S�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) ; (1)

9S�i 2 Sh; max
s�i2S�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) > min
s�i2S�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) : (2)

We say that ai is locally dominant f it locally dominates every other ai 2 Ahi .

A player who wants to establish whether action ai locally dominates action ai
should reason as follows. First she �xes a possible continuation plan after ai and

looks for the best outcome she may achieve under each of the �rough contingencies�

S�i that she is able to distinguish. Then, she looks for a continuation plan after ai that

guarantees never lower and sometimes higher payo¤than the former continuation plan

under every rough contingency. Thus, player i does not need to �nd one continuation

plan after ai that beats all continuation plans after ai. Such a continuation plan
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may not even exist, but even when it does, as when there is an obviously dominant

strategy, our player is not assumed to have in mind such de�nite plan for the future.

Rather, the continuation plan after ai conceived by player i can change depending on

the continuation plan after ai player i is considering. This is particularly convenient

when the game has a recursive structure, and a continuation plan after ai that does

the job imitates the one after ai under consideration � our TTC game of Section

4 is a case in point. Moreover, the continuation plan can be clearly suboptimal but

very simple and convenient for the comparison, as in the examples of Section 2. Local

dominance does not allow, instead, to change the continuation plan after ai depending

on the rough contingency under consideration. We will formalize a variation of local

dominance with this additional �exibility later.

It is easy to see that the �ner the partition, the weaker local dominance.

Remark 1 Fix two partitions Sh; eSh where eSh re�nes Sh. If ai 2 Ahi locally domi-
nates ai 2 Ahi given Sh, then ai 2 Ahi locally dominates ai 2 Ahi given eSh.
Therefore, if we consider the �nest and the coarsest partitions of S�i(h), we obtain

an upper and a lower bound of the local dominance relations we can establish by

varying players�ability to do contingent reasoning. We formalize these two extremes

and call them �local weak dominance�and �local obvious dominance�for the relations

with the corresponding global notions we are going to establish.

De�nition 2 Fix an information set h 2 Hi.
Action ai 2 Ahi locally weakly dominates action ai 2 Ahi if for every si 2 Si(h; ai),

there exists si 2 Si(h; ai) such that

8s�i 2 S�i(h); ui (�(si; s�i)) � ui (�(si; s�i)) ; (3)

9s�i 2 S�i(h); ui (�(si; s�i)) > ui (�(si; s�i)) : (4)

Action ai 2 Ahi locally obviously dominates action ai 2 Ahi if for every si 2 Si(h; ai),
there exists si 2 Si(h; ai) such that

min
s�i2S�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) � max
s�i2S�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) ; (5)

max
s�i2S�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) > min
s�i2S�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) : (6)
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We say that ai is locally weakly/obviously dominant if it locally weakly/obviously dom-

inates every other ai 2 Ahi .

Remark 2 Action ai locally weakly dominates ai if and only if ai locally dominates
ai given the singleton partition Sh = ffs�ig js�i 2 S�i(h)g.
Action ai locally obviously dominates action ai if and only if ai locally dominates

ai given the trivial partition Sh = fS�i(h)g.

We are going to discuss in detail the relation between local weak dominance and

(global) weak dominance; the very same relation exists between local obvious domi-

nance and obvious dominance. In static games, local weak dominance coincides with

weak dominance. In dynamic games, if action ai is locally weakly dominated at h,

then every strategy si that prescribes ai is weakly dominated by the strategy that

prescribes the dominating action ai at h, coincides with the continuation plan that

does the job against si afterwards, and coincides with si elsewhere. The converse is

not true: a strategy can be weakly dominated even if it does not prescribe any locally

weakly dominated action. This is because a player who reasons according to local

weak dominance may choose an action that is locally undominated but, for instance,

does not allow to reach the payo¤ of an outside option she did not take earlier in

the game. This re�ects the lack of global planning of our player. However, if there

is a locally weakly dominant action at every information set that follows the choice

of locally weakly dominant actions, all the other actions can only be prescribed by

weakly dominated strategies, and a weakly dominant strategy emerges: the one that

prescribes the locally weakly dominant actions. Conversely, a weakly dominant strat-

egy always prescribes only locally weakly dominant actions. This is because local

weak dominance does not necessarily impose to use the �exibility in the choice of

the continuation plan, and the one derived from a weakly dominant strategy always

does the job. Therefore, we obtain an extensive-form characterization of a weakly

dominant strategy, and of an obviously dominant strategy as well, provided that we

slightly strengthen the original de�nition of Li (2017) for coherence with our condi-

tion (6). Given two strategies si; si 2 Si, let H(si; si) be the set of their points of
departure, that is, the information sets h 2 Hi(si) \Hi(si) such that si(h) 6= si(h).9

9Given our focus on reduced strategies, every point of departure is an earliest point of departure
in the sense of Li (2017).
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De�nition 3 Strategy si 2 Si weakly dominates strategy si if

8s�i 2 S�i; ui (�(si; s�i)) � ui (�(si; s�i)) ; (7)

9s�i 2 S�i; ui (�(si; s�i)) > ui (�(si; s�i)) : (8)

We say that strategy si obviously dominates strategy si if

8h 2 H(si; si); min
s�i2S�i(h)

ui (�(si; s�i)) � max
s�i2S�i(h)

ui (�(si; s�i)) ; (9)

9h 2 H(si; si); max
s�i2S�i(h)

ui (�(si; s�i)) > min
s�i2S�i(h)

ui (�(si; s�i)) : (10)

We say that a strategy is weakly/obviously dominant if it weakly/obviously dominates

every other strategy.

Theorem 1 A strategy si is weakly dominant if and only if si(h) is locally weakly

dominant at every h 2 Hi(si). A strategy is obviously dominant if and only if si(h)
is locally obviously dominant at every h 2 Hi(si).

Proof.
Weak dominance. Only if. Fix the weakly dominant strategy si. Fix h 2 Hi(si).

Fix ai 2 Ahi n
�
si(h)

	
and si 2 Si(h; ai). De�ne s0i as s0i(h) = si(h) for each h � h and

s0i(h) = si(h) for each h 6� h. Since si weakly dominates s0i, condition (7) yields

8s�i 2 S�i(h); ui (�(si; s�i)) � ui (�(s0i; s�i)) ;

and since �(s0i; s�i) = �(si; s�i) for each s�i 62 S�i(h), condition (8) yields

9s�i 2 S�i(h); ui (�(si; s�i)) > ui (�(s
0
i; s�i)) :

Since

8s�i 2 S�i(h); �(s0i; s�i) = �(si; s�i);

the two conditions above hold also with si in place of s0i, so we get (3) and (4).

If. Let si be the strategy that prescribes the locally weakly dominant action at

every h 2 H(si). Fix si 6= si. Thus, si and si have a point of departure h. Hence, by
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conditions (3) and (4), there is s0i 2 Si(h; si(h)) such that

8s�i 2 S�i(h); ui (�(s
0
i; s�i)) � ui (�(si; s�i)) ; (11)

9s�i 2 S�i(h); ui (�(s
0
i; s�i)) > ui (�(si; s�i)) : (12)

De�ne s00i as s
00
i (h) = s

0
i(h) if h � h and s00i (h) = si(h) if h 6� h. Thus,

8s�i 2 S�i(h); �(s00i ; s�i) = �(s
0
i; s�i); (13)

8s�i 62 S�i(h); �(s00i ; s�i) = �(si; s�i): (14)

By (13), inequalities (11) and (12) hold with s00i in place of s
0
i, and together with (14),

inequality (11) holds for all s�i, thus we get (7) and (8): si is weakly dominated by

s00i . Since every other strategy is weakly dominated, si is weakly dominant.

Obvious dominance. Only if. Fix the obviously dominant strategy si. Fix h 2
Hi(si). Fix ai 2 Ahi n

�
si(h)

	
and si 2 Si(h; ai). De�ne s0i as s0i(h) = si(h) for each

h � h and s0i(h) = si(h) for each h 6� h. Since si obviously dominates s0i and h is the
only point of departure, conditions (9) and (10) yield

8s�i 2 S�i(h); ui (�(si; s�i)) � ui (�(s0i; s�i)) ;
9s�i 2 S�i(h); ui (�(si; s�i)) > ui (�(s

0
i; s�i)) :

Since

8s�i 2 S�i(h); �(s0i; s�i) = �(si; s�i);

the two conditions above hold also with si in place of s0i, so we get (5) and (6).

If. Let si be the strategy that prescribes the locally obviously dominant action at

every h 2 H(si). Fix si 6= si. Thus, si and si have a point of departure h. Hence, by
(5) and (6), there is s0i 2 Si(h; si(h)) such that

min
s�i2S�i(h)

ui (�(s
0
i; s�i)) � max

s�i2S�i(h)
ui (�(si; s�i)) ;

max
s�i2S�i(h)

ui (�(s
0
i; s�i)) > min

s�i2S�i(h)
ui (�(si; s�i)) :
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De�ne s00i as s
00
i (h) = s

0
i(h) if h � h and s00i (h) = si(h) if h 6� h. Thus, h is the only

point of departure between si and s00i , and

8s�i 2 S�i(h); �(s0i; s�i) = �(s
00
i ; s�i):

Then, the two conditions above hold with s00i in place of s
0
i and yield (9) and (10): si

is obviously dominated by s00i . Since every other strategy is obviously dominated, si
is obviously dominant. �

Theorem 1 states the equivalence between our local approach and the strategic-

form approach in establishing strategy-proofness and obvious strategy-proofness. With

this, we have proven that the two forms of strategy-proofness are robust to the lack

of global planning by players. By Remark 1, we also obtain that for any intermediate

partitioning of the contingencies, the existence of locally dominant actions �every-

where� lies in between strategy-proofness and obvious strategy proofness. Being

endowed with a local notion of dominance, though, we do not need to require that

players�problems are everywhere easy. A natural and equally e¤ective alternative is

to require the existence of a locally dominant action only at the information sets that

will be reached if all players choose their locally dominant actions. In this way, we

obtain the weaker notion of on-path strategy-proofness, which is as good as strategy-

proofness for implementation purposes and reduces the commitment requirements for

the designer: see the herding example.

3.3 Local contingency-wise dominance

Now we consider a simpler notion of local dominance that does not require players to

keep the continuation plans �xed while considering di¤erent rough contingencies.

De�nition 4 Fix an information set h 2 Hi and a partition Sh of S�i(h). Action
ai 2 Ahi locally contingency-wise dominates (c-dominates) action ai 2 Ahi given Sh if

8S�i 2 Sh; max
si2Si(h;ai)

min
s�i2S�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) � max
si2Si(h;ai)

max
s�i2S�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) ;(15)

9S�i 2 Sh; max
si2Si(h;ai)

max
s�i2S�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) > max
si2Si(h;ai)

min
s�i2S�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) :(16)

We say that ai is locally c-dominant if it locally c-dominates every other ai 2 Ahi .
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Local c-dominance weakens local dominance: the left-hand sides of the two condi-

tions are (weakly) increased by letting the continuation plan after ai change with the

contingencies, while the right-hand sides are not increased when, for local dominance,

one is considering the continuation plan after ai that does best given the contingency.

Remark 3 If action ai locally dominates action ai given Sh, then ai locally c-dominates
ai given Sh.

When Sh is the trivial partition, local c-dominance and local dominance, i.e. local
obvious dominance, almost coincide: the only di¤erence is that conditions (15) and

(16) can be satis�ed with di¤erent maximizers, while conditions (5) and (6) must be

satis�ed for the same si.10 When Sh is the singleton partition, local c-dominance is
sensibly weaker than local dominance, i.e. local weak dominance, and can be rewritten

as follows.

De�nition 5 Fix an information set h 2 Hi. Action ai 2 Ahi wishfully dominates
action ai 2 Ahi if

8s�i 2 S�i(h); max
si2Si(h;ai)

ui (�(si; s�i)) � max
si2Si(h;ai)

ui (�(si; s�i)) ; (17)

9s�i 2 S�i(h); max
si2Si(h;ai)

ui (�(si; s�i)) > max
si2Si(h;ai)

ui (�(si; s�i)) : (18)

We say that ai is wishfully dominant if it wishfully dominates every other ai 2 Ahi .

Remark 4 Action ai wishfully dominates ai if and only if ai locally w-c dominates
ai given the singleton partition Sh = ffs�ig js�i 2 S�i(h)g.

The term �wishful�is justi�ed by two observations. First, when the contingencies

are considered one at a time, the cautious component of evaluating the candidate

dominating action under the worst-case scenario vanishes. Second, the �exibility of

changing continuation plan across contingencies translates into �wishful thinking�

about the future: the local alternatives are compared according to the best outcomes

10We allow this additional �exibility for two reasons: for coherence with the idea of local c-w
dominance that players do not take forward planning seriously, and for robustness of the equivalence
result between local dominance and local c-w dominance for �strategy-proofness�to this additional
di¤erence. However, the de�nition of local c-w dominance can be easily modi�ed to eliminate this
di¤erence.
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they can eventually yield under each possible contingency. Given this, wishful dom-

inance requires no forward planning. It actually requires not to plan: in general, no

single plan can achieve the best possible outcome no matter the contingency.11 Seen

from this angle, if our players reason according to wishful dominance, the need for

forward planning induced by a dynamic mechanism is never an issue.

In light of the weakness of wishful dominance, and more generally of local c-

dominance, the following equivalence result for implementation is surprising.

Theorem 2 For each strategy si 2 Si, si(h) is locally dominant at every h 2 Hi(si)
if and only if si(h) is locally c-dominant at every h 2 Hi(si).

Proof. Only if: trivial.
If. Fix a strategy si that is locally c-dominant at every h 2 Hi(si).
Fix h 2 Hi(si) and suppose by induction that for each h 2 Hi(si) with h ��

h; si(h)
�
, for every si 2 Si(h) with si(h) 6= si(h), there is a partition Sh of S�i(h)

such that

8eS�i 2 Sh; min
s�i2eS�i ui (�(si; s�i)) � max

s�i2eS�i ui (�(si; s�i)) : (19)

As basis step, observe that the induction hypothesis vacously holds if player i does

not move anymore after h and si(h).

Fix S�i 2 Sh and s0i 2 Si(h; si(h)). Fix s�i 2 S�i. If �(s0i; s�i) 6= �(si; s�i), there
is h �

�
h; si(h)

�
such that s�i 2 S�i(h) and s0i(h) 6= si(h), and then by the induction

hypothesis ui (�(si; s�i)) � ui (�(si; s�i)). Hence, we obtain

8s0i 2 Si(h; si(h)); min
s�i2S�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) � min
s�i2S�i

ui (�(s
0
i; s�i)) ; (20)

8s0i 2 Si(h; si(h)); max
s�i2S�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) � max
s�i2S�i

ui (�(s
0
i; s�i)) : (21)

11This is not true in games with perfect information. We conjecture that in this class of games,
wishful dominance, local weak dominance, and even local obvious dominance coincide.
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Then, for every ai 2 Ahi n
�
si(h)

	
and si 2 Si(h; ai), condition (15) with equation

(20), and condition (16) with equation (21) respectively yield

8S�i 2 Sh; min
s�i2S�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) � max
s�i2S�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) ; (22)

9eS�i 2 Sh; max
s�i2eS�i ui (�(si; s�i)) > min

s�i2eS�i ui (�(si; s�i)) ;

i.e., conditions (3) and (4): si(h) locally dominates ai. Note also that (22) proves the

induction step. �

In light of this, the search for a whole plan of locally dominant actions is robust

to the contingency-by-contingency use of continuation plans. Hence, for strategy-

proofness under given partitions, we do not have to worry about which of the two

modes of reasoning (keeping the continuation plan �xed or changing it across the

partition) better represents real players: their behavior (and our conclusions) do not

change.

3.4 Endogenous partitions

Finally, we formalize two ways of endogenizing the partition of the contingencies.

First we introduce a �relevant versus irrelevant�partitioning of the contingencies.

In many dynamic mechanisms, a local choice may end up having no role in determining

the own �nal outcome. In particular, it can be apparent that the choice between two

actions will not make any di¤erence for a vast class of opponents�strategies. Our TTC

game of Section 4 will provide a good example of this. Here, we formalize the idea that

players will simply ignore the contingencies that do not matter for the comparison

between two given actions. Ignoring the contingencies when it is appropriate to do so,

i.e. when they do not matter, is actually equivalent to considering them one by one; for

this reason, we will obtain an intermediate notion between local dominance and local

c-dominance, thus equivalent to both for strategy-proofness under the recognition of

the irrelevant contingencies. As for the other contingencies, we directly assume that

players do not set them apart for the analysis � this will be enough in our TTC

game.
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We �rst formalize what we mean by irrelevance of the contingencies. We provide

a very general notion of irrelevance that accomodates very di¤erent situations: the

cases where the choice between a and b makes absolutely no di¤erence, the cases

where the only di¤erence is a �ow payo¤ given by the choice itself (as in the gift

example), and a variety of similar cases where a and b lead to essentially identical

subtrees in all non-trivial scenarios � our TTC game will be a case in point.

De�nition 6 Fix an information set h 2 Hi, an ordered pair of actions (ai; ai) 2
Ahi � Ahi , and a constant " � 0. A subset of opponents� strategies S�i � S�i(h) is

"-irrelevant for (ai; ai) if for every si 2 Si(h; ai), there exists si 2 Si(h; ai) such that

8s�i 2 S�i; ui (�(si; s�i)) = ui (�(si; s�i)) + ":

We say that S�i is irrelevant for (ai; ai) if there exists " � 0 such that S�i is "-

irrelevant.

Our notion of irrelevance refers to an ordered pair of actions because the con-

stant di¤erence between the continuation payo¤s is required to be positive. Hence,

according to our de�nition, if S�i is "-irrelevant for (ai; ai), it is not irrelevant for the

permutation (ai; ai) unless " = 0. What we have in mind is the viewpoint of a player

who is wondering whether ai dominates ai, not the other way round, therefore she

can safely focus on the complement of S�i if after ai she can get a payo¤ constantly

equal to or bigger than after ai.

Conditional on the scenario where the opponents are not playing an irrelevant

strategies, things can be complicated, so in the following notion of dominance we do

not demand our player to do further contingent reasoning.

De�nition 7 Fix an information set h 2 Hi. Action ai 2 Ahi locally relevant-

dominates (r-dominates) action ai 2 Ahi given S�i � S�i(h) if S�i is irrelevant

for (ai; ai), and there is si 2 Si(h; ai) such that

min
s�i2S�i(h)nS�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) � max
si2Si(h;ai)

max
s�i2S�i(h)nS�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) ; (23)

max
s�i2S�i(h)nS�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) > max
si2Si(h;ai)

min
s�i2S�i(h)nS�i

ui (�(si; s�i)) : (24)

We say that ai is locally r-dominant if, for every other action ai 2 Ahi n faig, there is
S�i � S�i(h) such that ai locally r-dominates ai given S�i.
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Condition (23) says that there exists a continuation plan after the dominating ac-

tion ai that ensures to player i at least the best payo¤ she can get after the dominated

action ai. Condition (24) makes sure that, no matter how player i would continue

after ai, the continuation plan after ai can also yield a strictly higher payo¤. When

we say that an action is locally r-dominant, we allow the irrelevant set, thus the

partition of the contingencies, to change according to the alternative under consider-

ation. So far, only for simplicity of exposition, we talked of locally dominant actions

under a unique partition of the contigencies, used for all the comparisons with the

alternatives. But it is simple and natural to extend also the de�nitions of a locally

dominant or locally c-dominant actions to a map that associates each alternative with

the partition perceived by the player when she does the comparison.

Local r-dominance boils down to local weak dominance when the whole S�i(h) is

irrelevant and to obvious dominance for the degenerate empty irrelevant set. Oth-

erwise, as anticipated, local relevant-dominance is intermediate between local domi-

nance and local c-dominance given the same endogenous partition.

Remark 5 Fix an information set h 2 Hi and actions ai; ai 2 Ahi . Let S�i � S�i(h)
be irrelevant for (ai; ai), and let Sh be the partition given by S�i and all singletons in
S�i(h)nS�i. If ai locally relevant-dominates ai given Sh, then ai locally w-c dominates
ai given Sh; if ai locally dominates ai given Sh, then ai locally relevant-dominates ai
given Sh.

In the herding example, the whole S�i(h) is irrelevant for the comparison between

the dominant action and any other action �on-path�. In particular, when the sheep

compares moving down from the current position x to the dog�s position y with

stopping at some altitude z between x and y, the entire set of strategies of the other

sheep where they have all reached x is (z� y)-irrelevant. The continuation plan that
pins down the z � y payo¤ di¤erence is the one where the sheep, after reaching y,
stops there for the night: given that at x it is clear that the dog will not guard from

higher than y, the �nal distance from the dog is reduced by z� y no matter what the
other sheep do after x.

Now we introduce the partitioning of the contingencies that derives from looking

at the information sets and terminal nodes that immediately follow the candidate

dominating action. We choose the dominating action, as opposed to the dominated
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action, or the join or the meet of the partitions induced by the two actions, for the

following reasons. First, it gives a partition player i can keep �xed across all the

comparisons between a candidate dominating action and the alternatives. Second, it

seems natural to do so as a player will be especially interested in what she will learn

and what she could regret given the choice she is going to make.

To introduce this mode of contingent reasoning, we need to introduce information

sets of player i that partition the set of terminal nodes. So, let H i denote the union

of Hi with these new information sets, and assume that perfect recall is preserved.

Morever, given an information set h 2 Hi and an action ai 2 Ahi , let H(h; ai) denote
the set of information sets eh 2 H i that immediately follow h and ai.

De�nition 8 Fix an information set h 2 Hi. Action ai 2 Ahi locally one�step domi-
nates (1-dominates) action ai 2 Ahi if

8eh 2 H(h; ai); max
si2Si(h;ai)

min
s�i2S�i(eh)ui (�(si; s�i)) � max

si2Si(h;ai)
max

s�i2S�i(eh)ui (�(si; s�i)) ;(25)

9eh 2 H(h; ai); max
si2Si(h;ai)

max
s�i2S�i(eh)ui (�(si; s�i)) > max

si2Si(h;ai)
min

s�i2S�i(eh)ui (�(si; s�i)) :(26)

We say that ai is locally r-dominant if it locally r-dominates every other ai 2 Ahi .

If all S�i(eh) are disjoint, local 1-dominance is a special case of local c-dominance,
otherwise it could even be stronger than local dominance, but we are not aware of

any application where information sets correspond to non-nested sets of opponents

strategies.

In our clock auction of Section 2, the choice between leaving and staying when

p < v can be naturally analyzed under the partition induced by the terminal node

and the information set that immediately follow staying. If the terminal node is

reached, it means that all opponents of player i left at p. If the information set p+ 1

is reached, it means that at least one opponent stayed at p. In the �rst scenario, by

staying player i wins the object at price p < v, whereas by leaving she only wins it at

price p with some probability. So this scenario satis�es (26). In the second scenario,

by staying at p and leaving at p + 1 player i gets a non-negative payo¤, whereas by

leaving at p she gets 0. So also this scenario satis�es (25).

It would be interesting to formalize a notion of dominance that captures both

endogenous modes of partitioning we introduced, in the following way. Our player
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could �rst look at the next information sets, as in local 1-dominance. But then,

for some of these information sets, he could realize that the choice at the current

information set will be irrelevant, as in local r-dominance. In other words, player i

recognizes that, regardless of choosing ai and ai, for a set of opponents�strategies she

will end up in the same �state�. Under a proper formalization of the notion of state,

this local notion of dominance would accurately represent the perspective of a player

in our TTC game of the next section: if after choosing item a over item b player i

observes that both a and b are assigned to someone else, the choice between a and b

turns out to be irrelevant, as it remains unobserved and does not modify what player

i can do and achieve next.

4 Application: Top Trading Cycles

The top trading cycles (TTC) algorithm o¤ers an e¢ cient solution to the problem

of trading N items among N agents with ownership of one of the items and a strict

preference relation over all items. The algorithm is strategy-proof, in the sense that it

is weakly dominant for players to submit their true ranking and let the algorithm do

the assignment. However, it is not easy for a player to recognize this. For instance, a

player might be tempted to rank an item b above an item a she prefers but believes

having slim chances to obtain, because she fears she might miss her chance to get

item b while the algorithm insists trying to assign to her item a unsuccessfully. To

avoid these problems, we design a dynamic game, as opposed to an algorithm, with

three simplicity features. First, at each stage players are only asked to name their

favourite item among the still available ones, and cannot be assigned anything else

than that.12 Second, this choice remains secret to the other players, thus our player

needs not worry that it may (negatively) a¤ect their future choices. Third, players

can rest reassured that whenever an opportunity for trade pops up, it remains intact

through time and can be exploited later.

For the implementation of the TTC allocation (and other allocation rules), Bo and

12This also has the advantage that players do not have to �gure out their entire ranking (at once),
but just recognize their top item from a subset at a time. We do not formalize this dimension of
simplicity because we consider it orthogonal to the one under investigation in this paper. Bonkoun-
gou and Nesterov (2020) investigate the incentive for truthtelling of players when they only have
partial information of their preferences.
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Hakimov (2020) propose a dynamic game where players, at each stage, can pick an

object from an individualized menu. The TTC allocation emerges as an equilibrium

of the game, but the mechanism is not strategy-proof, and it is also not a �simple

mechanism�in the sense of Borgers and Li (2019), in that it requires more than �rst-

order belief in the rationality of the opponents. Mackenzie and Zhou (2020) propose

similar menu mechanisms for a more general class of problems, and show that private

menu mechanisms achieve strategy-proofness.13

Our game works as follows. For each player, there is a �you name it, you get it�

repository with the items she can immediately get. At the beginning of the game,

in the repository of each player there is only the own item. Then, players name an

item. Each player�s repository is �lled with the items of the players who, directly or

indirectly, pointed to our player�s item � indirectly means that they named the item

of a player who named our player�s item, and so on. The players who named an item

in their repository leave the game with that item. The players who named an item

that was assigned to someone else are asked to name a new available item. The other

players wait. At every stage, all players observe the set of still available items, but

do not observe the content of their repositories.14 Note that, as long as a player is

in the game, her repository can only increase:15 all the players who are directly or

indirectly pointing to her can only wait for her to complete a cycle.

Now �x an information set h 2 Hi. Given that player i observes the evolution of
available items, player i always knows which round the game is at, so an information

set will only collect nodes from the same round (thus, we have a multistage game

with imperfect observation of past actions). For future reference, let t be the round

13Mackenzie and Zhou�s mechanism is not designed speci�cally for TTC, therefore it is naturally
more complicated than ours. While our players will only have to name their favourite available
outcome, in the menu mechanism players have to pick from menus of allocations, and their �nal
assignment might not be the last one they picked. It is interesting to note, however, that the private
menu mechanism achieves strategy proofness in a very similar way to our game, in that the evolution
of the menus of allocations proposed to a player only conveys information about the players who
left the game, which is precisely all our players can observe.
14The unobservability of the repositories may raise transparency concerns. Note however that the

classical TTC game requires even more faith in the algorithm: players have to reveal immediately
all their private information and typically do not observe how the algorithm uses their preferences
and the preferences of others.
15It is probably a good idea to communicate this explicitly to players, so a player does not need

to realize that every opponent (along a sequence) that points to her own item cannot move as long
as she is in the game.
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of h.

First we �rst show that naming the favourite available item is a locally weakly

dominant action. We are going to use the characterization of local weak dominance

with wishful dominance. Let a be player i�s favourite item and let b be any other

available item. As long as player i is in the game, her choices have no in�uence on

the set of available items, thus on what the other players observe, the information

sets they reach, hence the items they name given each s�i 2 S�i(h). Suppose �rst
that both a and b are already in player i�s repository. Then, player i is strictly better

o¤ by naming a and condition (8) is satis�ed. Suppose now that s�i is such that

item a is or will enter player i�s repository (unless player i names b and leaves the

game earlier). In this case, by naming a, player i will surely get a and condition (7)

is satis�ed. Suppose �nally that s�i is such that a will be assigned to someone else.

Then, whatever item s�i allows player i to get after naming b, she can also get it after

naming a � the repository just keeps growing. Therefore, condition (7) is satis�ed.

Now we show that naming the favourite available item is also locally r-dominant.

The 0-irrelevant set is the same for every comparison of the favourite item a with an

alternative item b: let S�i be the set of all s�i 2 S�i(h) such that player i will not get
a after naming a. Over the complement of S�i, condition (23) is obviously satis�ed

(player i gets her favourite item), and condition (24) is satis�ed as well because by

naming b player i could actually get b. To show that S�i is 0-irrelevant, we formalize

the idea that player i�s prospects for the game are exactly the same as if she had

named b. In the following, keep in mind that, as long as player i is in the game:

(i) s�i uniquely determines the evolution of the repository;

(ii) s�i uniquely determines the evolution of the available items;

(iii) si and the evolution of the available items uniquely determine the sequence

of information sets reached by player i.

Now consider any strategy si 2 Si(h; b). Take any si 2 Si(h; a) such that, for each
h 2 H(si) with h � h, si(h) = si(eh), where eh is the latest information set reached
with si by round t given the history of available items observed at h. In a nutshell, si
is the strategy that deviates from si by giving a try at item a at h, and then �catches

up�with si in case the attempt is unsuccesful.

To see that si is well-de�ned, proceed as follows. First, eh is uniquely de�ned by
observation (iii). Second, si(eh) is available at h. To see this, �x s�i 2 S�i(h). If under
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s�i and si player i is still in the game at time t, si(eh) is available at h by observation
(ii); otherwise, it means that under s�i and si player i leaves the game at time et < t
with item si(eh), by observation (i) item si(eh) enters player i�s repository at round et
also under si, and cannot be assigned to anybody else.

We now show that si and si verify the de�nition of irrelevance of S�i. Fix any

s�i 2 S�i. We show that with si player i gets the same item she gets with si. Let h

be the last information set along the path induced by si and s�i. Let t0 be the round

of h. Thus, with si player i gets si(h), and by construction we have si(h) = si(eh) for
some eh 2 Hi(si) where the history of available items is the same as, or a pre�x of
the one at h. By observations (i) and (ii), after reaching eh, item si(h) cannot become
unavailable and must enter player i�s repository by round t0 also under si, thus player

i will get si(eh). There only remains to show that player i does reach eh with si under
s�i. This is true because by observation (ii) s�i determines the evolution of available

items, and given this evolution eh is constructed as one of the information sets reached
with si.

In the direct mechanism, only very similar reported rankings can be ordered with

local r-dominance. The true ranking could yield the least preferred item under some

reports of the opponents, while another ranking yields the favourite one under other

reports. Moreover, given each pro�le of opponents�report, player i could get the same

item under the two rankings, or a better ranking under the true ranking (no third

possibility by strategy-proofness), therefore there is no large-enough set of contingen-

cies that satis�es irrelevance. For two rankings that di¤er only by a swap between

two items, instead, the set of irrelevant contingencies includes all those where player i

does not get any of the two, and those where player i does not get one of the two even

even when ranked higher than the other. On the complementary set of contingencies,

player i gets the item of the two that is ranked higher, so the ranking that puts �rst

the favourite of the two is locally r-dominates the other. Note that, starting from

any ranking, one can reach the true ranking with a sequence of swaps, thus with

a sequence of local r-dominance relations. However, the true ranking is not locally

r-dominant, in that it does not locally r-dominates the substantially di¤erent ones.

This highlights that local r-dominance is not transitive, because the irrelevant sets

(must) change with each comparison. We argue that intransitivity is actually a desir-

able property for a notion of dominance that wants to capture an idea of simplicity:

similar alternatives can be ranked by a player, dissimilar ones cannot.
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